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The Burden of Southern Literature:
Can Florida Bear It?
2007 Jillian Prescott Memorial Lecture
By Ron Cooper

H

istorians bristle when asked, "So how do you characterize
the South? What makes something Southern? And
please, be brief." Most respond that the region is much
too complex for a simple answer. After all, this is the land of
Thomas Jefferson and John C. Calhoun; Dizzy Gillespie and
Britney Spears;Jasper Johns and Junior Samples. To make matters
worse, we rarely agree on geographical membership. Is Texas the
South? Missouri? Maryland? And, of course, what about Florida?
If a culture is unified largely by the stories it tells about itself, even
when those stories have little resemblance to historical fact, then
one important way of characterizing the South is by examining the
common themes of its representative literary figures.
When asked why the South had produced so many gifted writers in the 20th century, novelist Walker Percy famously replied,
"Because we lost the War."l Of course Percy's comment is an oversimplification, and I suspect he eagerly waited for some brighteyed interviewer to pose the questions so that he could furrow his
massive brow and deliver the line with exactly the right gentrified
tone. But Percy was correct in pointing to the terrible shadow of
an inescapable past that darkens the pages of our best authors.
Ron Cooper is an Associate Professor of Philosophy in the Humanities Department, Central Florida Community College.
1. Jay Tolson, Pilgrim in the Ruins: A Life of Walker Percy (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1994), 298.
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History has been more important in the work of southern writers
than that of writers from any other part of the country. From the
Agrarians and the monumental Faulkner of the '30s, through
O'Connor, McCullers, and Percy of later decades, to contemporary novelists like Barry Hannah, the pervading theses of defeat,
guilt, distrust of progress, and the desperate search for redemption
connect their work in what I shall call the Lost History tradition.
This tradition relies heavily upon the Antebellum Myth-not the
naive, Old Folks at Home myth in which all white people in the
antebellum South were prosperous and good and slaves were welltreated and generally happy, but the notion that the Old South was
where America's promise of a new Eden was most likely to reach
fulfillment, a place and time where meaningful connection to the
land, to others, and to God was possible, unlike the post-Civil War
era, an epoch of rootlessness, alienation, and loss of identity.
Florida's relation to this tradition is curious. Today I'm in a
room of Florida historians who have, countless times, had to deal
with the tired old question, "Is Florida part of the South?" While
the most common response is to duck and run, the correct answer,
we all know, is, "Well, yeah, sort of." Florida's position of being in
the South and, partly, of the South provides its writers a distinctive
perspective upon the Lost History tradition. I shall trace this tradition through the works of some the South's most influential poets
and novelists and discuss the rejoinders of a few Florida writers.
At Vanderbilt University in the 1920s a group of writers under
the leadership of John Crowe Ransom were known as the Fugitive
poets. Most of them plus a few other writers contributed to the
book I'll Take My Stand (1930) and became known as the
Agrarians. This small group of southerners may have had more
influence on American thought than any other group of southerners-with the possible exception of Lynyrd Skynyrd. Their mythic
manifesto went like this: The South was once based on an order
defined by honor, but it forfeited its right to this order by abusing
fellow human beings, so the avenging angel came in the form of
the Civil War. Once noble men then gave in to ignoble industry
and became avaricious technocrats who forgot their honor and
integrity, making the region a wasteland nearly incapable of
redemption.
The poet Donald Davidson was a central figure in that group.
His work is largely forgotten today, perhaps because readers
squirm when faced with his unabashed segregationist stance and
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refusal to repent for the sins of the fathers in essays such as the collection Still Rebels, Still Yankees (1957). His elitist version of history
as belonging to those of quality breeding is evident in his bestknown poem, "Lee in the Mountains," in which years after the war,
Robert E. Lee reflects:
Was it for this
That on an April day we stacked our arms
Obedient to a soldier's trust? To lie
Ground by the heels of little men,
Forever maimed; defeated, lost, impugned?

...
And in His might He waits,
Brooding with the certitude of time,
To bring forth this lost forsaken valor
And the fierce faith undying
And the love quenchless

...
To fruit upon the mountains whither we flee
Never forsaking, never denying
His children and His children's children forever
Unto all generations of the faithful heart.2
Not southerners in general, but aristocratic southerners are
God's chosen people; however, the divine promise was not kept.
For Davidson, things just kept getting worse, for few of us today are
worthy of that quenchless love.
Better remembered is Allen Tate, whose first book, like that of
others of this bunch, was historical, in this case a biography of
Stonewall Jackson; he also wrote books on Jefferson Davis and
Robert E. Lee. Tate was more realistic than Davidson, yet he also
believed that a certain honor was lost with the Civil War that is difficult now to recover. His only novel, The Fathers, suggests that the
decay of integrity was brought on largely by government-instituted
desensitization that hinders redemption, community and individual. We must find some way to salvage something from the old
chivalric order without sacrificing our ability to progress. That
time of nobility and promise now lost to us is reflected in his poem
"Aeneas at Washington." Tate projects the story of the Trojan
2.

Donald Davidson, http://www.civilwarpoetry.org/confederate
(accessed 2 May 2007).
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migration with Aeneas's sailing to America where he founds
Washington and a semi-feudal South that, like Troy, was a civilization "Run by the few [that] fell to the many." The poem ends as
Aeneas gazes at the Capitol dome and says, "I thought of Troy,
what we had built her for."3
Tate said his poetry dealt with the torture of unbelief, the loss
of conviction that characterized our ancestors. He expressed this
notion in his poem "Ode to the Confederate Dead" in which the
persona, a victim of an age of solipsism, considers a graveyard of
Confederate soldiers and desperately tries to connect with them.
In their time the dead men could feel and thereby have convictions and in turn act passionately upon them, unlike the modern,
moderate man who finds that "between the ends of distraction/
Waits mute ~peculation'~~
and, as the introduction to I'll Take My
Stand says, "has lost his sense of vocation [and] has to pay the
penalty in.. .aimles~ness."~
A more hopeful use of the past comes from Robert Penn
Warren, whose first book, like Tate's, was a biography, this one on
abolitionist John Brown. He also wrote several other historical
studies. No southern writer has better placed the South into the
context of a nation that had to come to terms with its unfulfilled
promise. Warren wrote that
In a deep sense, the mission of America has been to make
all things new. This continent was a new Eden in which
man would miraculously assume his prelapsarian condition, and the movement westward was a perpetual baptism
into a new innocence-or at least a movement into a territory where the sheriff couldn't serve his ~ a r r a n t . ~
On a panel that included Ralph Ellison and William Styron
and assembled by C. Vann Woodward on "The Uses of History in
Fiction" at a 1968 conference of the Southern Historical
Association, Warren said that the difference between the historian
and the novelist is not objectivity versus imagination, but that
3.

4.
5.

6.

Allen Tate, Collected Poems 1919-1976 (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
1977), 69.
Ibid, 20.
Twelve Southern Writers, I'll Take M y Stand: The South and the Agrarian
Tradition (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1962), xxiv.
Robert Penn Warren, "The Use of the Past" in N m and Selected Essays (New
York: Random House, 1989), 32.
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"Historians are concerned with the truth about, with knowledge
abou6 the fiction writer with knowledge 05"'
These statements are central to Warren's book-length poem
Brother to Dragons. In the foreword, Warren wrote: "If poetry is the
little myth we make, history is the big myth we live, and in our living constantly remake."8 The poem concerns Thomas Jefferson,
Meriwether Lewis, and Warren himself and explores the failure of
Jeffersonian optimism. Jefferson says that in creating a new country he and other founders "spoke/ Of a time to come/ If we might
take man's hand, strike shackle, lead him forth/ From his own
nightmare-then his natural innocence/ Would dance like sunlight over the delighted land~cape."~
Jefferson recognizes that his
Enlightenment enterprise did not take seriously enough human
corruptibility and did not acknowledge the potentiality of enormous evil. Accepting this is his inward journey, paralleled by
Lewis's geographical journey through the Promised Land of a
nation unprepared for its errors.
Warren said that his poetry was about how children must
accept the failures of their parents, which gives them integrity and
some hope. He interrupts the poem several times as the historiannarrator to remind us that this is a fictional account of Lewis and
Jefferson, but that this is how we unify the past and present:
The failures of our fathers are failures we shall make,
Their triumphs the triumphs we shall never have.
But remembering even their Mures, we are compelled to p&e,
And for their virtues hate them while we praise.1°
Warren believed that through painful reflection, we could
have a similar self-knowledge,but that this relies upon memory. In
his poem "History," he warns of a people who take a land and hope
that their children will fare better, although they worry that "Our
sons shall cultivate/ Peculiar crimes,/ Having not love, nor hate,/
Nor memory."11
7.

Robert Penn Warren, in Maryemma Graham and Arnri,jat Singh, eds.,
Conversations with Ralph Ellison (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1995),
143.
8. Robert Penn Warren, Brother to Dragons: A Tale in Verse and Voices (New York:
Random House, 1963), xii.
9. Ibid, 41.
10. Ibid, 28.
11. Robert Penn Warren, The Collected Poems of Robd Penn Warren (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1998), 44.
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Warren's best known work is All the King's Men, considered by
many the best American novel of the second half of the twentieth
century. Readers recognize that on one level it is a modern-day
tragedy in Aristotle's definition as a catharsis for pity and fear as
they watch the fall of Willie Stark and understand Warren's lesson
that purely political solutions to our ills are never enough. But at
another more important level, it is the story of Jack Burden,
whose name reflects the great weight of the past that he slowly
accepts as his own.
Burden is assigned to dig up dirt on anyone Stark sees as an
obstacle to his design. Stark tells Burden, "Man is conceived in sin
and born of corruption and he passeth from the stink of the didie
to the stench of the shroud."12 Stark's oracular statement of
Warren's version of original sin is a theme to which Warren returns
time and again. For example in his poem "Original Sin: A Short
Story," original sin tirelessly follows the protagonist across the country and "acts like the old hound that used to snuMe at your door
and moan/. ..Oh, nothing is lost! At last you under~tood."'~
Burden comes to expand this notion of original sin from
skeletons in an individual's closet to one of inheritance. An
entire chapter of All the King's Men is devoted to Burden's story of
his incomplete doctoral dissertation. He recounts his study of
the letters of Cass Mastern, a Confederate soldier and distant relative, with the aim of writing Mastern's biography. For reasons
he could not articulate at the time, Burden could not finish the
project. He found that Mastern would not move beyond an indiscretion of his youth, and somehow this haunted Burden. By the
end of the novel, he is able to understand what he only dimly saw
before, that is, the source of his pity and fear in the Mastern
story. He explains to another character that "if you could not
accept the past and its burden there was not future."14 The burden of history, for Jack Burden, is that "each of us is the son of a
million fathers."15 In the last line of the novel, he resolves to "go
into the convulsion of the world, out of history into history and
the awful responsibility of Time."16

Robert Penn Warren, All the King's Men (New York: Bantam Books, 1980), 49.
Warren, Collected Poems, 69.
Warren, All the King's Men, 435.
Ibid, 436.
16. Ibid, 438.

12.
13.
14.
15.
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In the poem "Audubon: A Vision," we learn that "to walk in the
worldv1' is to accept our connection to the evil perpetuated by
those million fathers. The story of Audubon's destruction of beauty to create beauty becomes our story as well, and at the close of the
poem, Audubon asks the reader to tell him a story:
In this century, and moment, of mania,
Tell me a story.
Make it a story of great distances, and starlight.
The name of the story will be Time,
But you must not pronounce its name.
Tell me a story of deep delight.18
The Lost History Myth was defined largely, of course, by the
looming and luminous figure of William Faulkner. In novel after
beautiful novel, Faulkner asks, what has happened to the South?
Often, like Davidson, Faulkner yearns for the days of honor. Some
of his treatments of the Old South, like you find in The Unvanquished,
read like nostalgic fairy tales of the good old days when men were
proud and strong and women even prouder and stronger and quiet
African Americans the proudest and strongest of all. If it were not for
all the no-account white trash and no-virtue Yankees, things would
still be fine. A more digestible treatment comes from the Sound and
the Fury, believed by half of Faulkner's fans to be his best novel. The
book is as much about the uselessness of the doomed, aristocratic
Compsons's clinging to tradition as it is about the demise of that tradition. Jason Compson abandons tradition altogether and gives in to
avarice. His brother Quentin is doomed for a different reason, not
so much trying to reject or retain the old values but by becoming a
scapegoat who assumes the guilt of his people.
Quentin is the main character in Absalom, Absalom!, the novel
thought his best by the other half of Faulkner's fans. Here the past
and the present are so coextensive that Faulkner believes that
chronology robs history of its meaning (although he acquiesced to
his publisher's insistence to add a timetable as an appendix to console frustrated readers). In this novel transcendent historical patterns give meaning to individual events, but modern humans have
lost the ability to sense those patterns and must rely upon an ersatz
method, that of intellect.
17. Warren, Collected Poems, 263.
18. Ibid, 267.
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An old woman, Miss Rosa, tells Quentin bits and pieces of the
story of Thomas Sutpen, a man with a sketchy past who moved to
Yoknapatawpha County some eighty years before. More comes
from Quentin's father, and Quentin and his college roommate try
to spackle in the many cracks in the crazy story. Quentin thinks
that something like this happened: Sutpen cleared a large piece of
land, built an enormous house, and married Miss Rosa's sister. He
later became an officer in the Civil War. When his son's friend,
who may also be his son, wished to marry Sutpen's daughter, the
son killed the friend. Sutpen is killed by the grandfather of his illegitimate child. Miss Rosa finally convinces Quentin to take her to
the old Sutpen place where they find the defective and dying
residue of the benighted family.
Quentin cannot understand why Miss Rosa insists upon relating these horrid events to him. He speculates that she wants him
to write this down "so that people whom she will never see and
whose names she will never hear and who have never heard her
name nor seen her face will read it and know at last why God let us
lose the War."lg Quentin is also puzzled as to why he is so mesmerized by this story. Its importance, in some ineffable way, is undeniable, but he gets no final word on what it means. Quentin's
grandfather says that it is about the fall of a man not tied to histor y and who believes that his will is enough. Indeed Sutpen dies
from the blow of a scythe, symbolically killed by Time because he
thinks he does not have to be part of it.
Faulkner seems to tell us that because we are no longer able to
sense, to feel those historical patterns, we must do history detective-like, constructing it from manifold voices. Notice that to do so
Quentin has to leave the South (he attends Harvard), where his
Canadian roommate Shreve finds the exercise a fun game about
those wacky southerners. Shreve injects irony as only an outsider
can do, and cajoles Quentin to articulate exactly what Quentin as
a southerner has that Shreve does not:
"It's something my people haven't got.. .We don't live
among defeated grandfathers and freed slaves (or have I
got it backward.. .) and bullets in the dining room table
and such.. .What is it? something you live and breathe like

19. William Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! (New York: The Modern Library,
1964), 11.
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air? a kind of vacuum filled with wraithlike and
indomitable anger and pride and glory at and in happenings that occurred and ceased fifty years ago?...so that
forevermore as long as your children's children produce
children you wont be anything but a descendant of a long
line of colonels killed in Pickett's charge at Manassas?"
"Gettysburg," Quentin says.20
Faulkner's answer, which he does not say in so many words, is
that Quentin live the presence of the past, and through it has
direct access to a tragic vision of defeat and guilt.
While Shreve is amused, Quentin is tortured by reconstructing
and retelling this story, a torture that his forebears did not know,
that comes only in Tate's modern age of unbelief, in Davidson's
land taken over by little men. Faulkner's world is overrun by those
little men, as seen in his trilogy, The Hamlet, The Town, and The
Mansion in which members of the Snopes family are either buffoons or unprincipled opportunists. Faulkner understood poor
whites, but he was not fond of them. In the story "Spotted Horses,"
the final decay of the South occurs when the land is encroached by
poor whites, a people whose only value is self-interest,who are outsiders in their own land, a people without history.
A distrust of encroachment and progress is also evident in the
work of Thomas Wolfe. In a letter to his mother, he told of his
disgust for
People who shout 'Progress, Progress, Progress9-when
what they mean is more Ford automobiles, more Rotary
clubs.. .I shall try to get into their dusty, little pint-measure
minds that ...a good automobile does not make one then
one whit better,. ..there is beauty in this world.. .even in
this wilderness of ugliness and provincialism.21
In Wolfe's The Web and the Rock, protagonist George Webber
has an image from childhood of a run-down house amid a thicket
of thorns and weeds.
That was the South, not of George Webber's life, nor of the
lives of his contemporaries-that was the South they did
20. Ibid, 361.
21. Thomas Wolfe, The Letters of Thomas Wove to His Mother, C . Hugh Holman and
Sue Fields Ross (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1968), 42.
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not know but that all of them somehow remembered. It
came to them from God knows where.. .in quiet voices on
a Southern porch ...a whistle wailing down the midnight
valleys...the memory of the dark, ruined Helen in their
blood, in something stricken, lost, and far, and long ago.22
The image changes to one in which the overgrown path becomes
a paved road, more houses are built, and George and his contemporaries "heard wheels coming and the world was in, yet they were
not yet wholly of that world."23
Writers of the latter phase of Southern Renaissance tended to
focus more on the possibility of individual than collective redemption. Flannery O'Connor agreed with the previous writers that collective redemption of the region was not possible, but individual
redemption was, if only through excruciating penance. Her work
illustrates the southern paradox of believing in order yet expecting
only instability, of hoping for salvation but settling for the respites
of sex and violence, of hungering for God but suffering malnourishment from sugar-coated evangelism.
Hazel Motes of O'Connor's Wise Blood is imbued with a fanatical sense of guilt and sinfulness by a grandfather who "had Jesus
buried in his head like a stinger."24Motes is so frightened of being
devoured by a "soul-hungry" Redeemer that he sees redemption as
an undeserved punishment, founds his own Church Without
Christ, and preaches that "there was no Fall because there was nothing to fall from and no Redemption because there was no Fall and
no Judgement because there wasn't the first
Passersby do
not respond with shock as he expects but with indifference just as
they do for any other street-corner preacher. They are more
attracted to idols of the secular world: movie theaters with sainted
celebrities and kitchen gadgets hawked from sidewalk alters. Motes
finally gets salvation but only after despair and self-mutilation.
O'Connor's essays and many letters to other fiction writers and
historians bewail a South that had become crowded with perverse
and twisted substitutes for tradition. She wrote:

22. Thomas Wolfe, The Web and the Rock (New York: The Modern Library, 1939),
245-46.
23. Ibid, 246.
24. Flannery O'Connor, Wise Blood, in Three by Flannery O'Connor (New York:
Signet, 1964), 15.
25. Ibid, 16, 60.
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The anguish that most of us have observed for some time
now has been caused not by the fact that the South is
alienated from the rest of the country, but by the fact that
it is not alienated enough, that every day we are getting
more and more like the rest of the country, that we are
being forced out of, not only our many sins, but our few
virtues.26
Other southern writers of these later decades may have tried
to shift attention from defeat in the Civil War and the guilt of slavery, but these concepts reemerge in perhaps more ominous ways
as hopelessness, as the recognition of the loss of something for
which we are somehow responsible. All of Carson McCullers's
work centers upon the modernist theme of inability to communicate and connect. Her characters try, in perverse and hopeless
ways, to love, to reach out to others, to find some sort of fulfillment. The same is true of the lonely souls in Truman Capote's
work as well as the broken-hearted who populate the plays of that
modern-day tragedian, Tennessee Williams.
A novelist who shared the modernist view of alienation, but
who tried to offer a remedy was walker Percy. Percy was deeply
attuned to the historical freight carried by the South. Indeed, his
life-long best friend with whom he exchanged letters for forty years
was Shelby Foote, himself a novelist turned historian who wrote
like a novelist. Percy also devoted years to reading philosophy and
was intrigued by Heidegger's notion of "uncanniness"
(Unheimlichkeit), the feeling of not being at home in the world,
which he found particularly applicable to southerners. Only people once intimately tied to the land could feel its loss so deeply that
they live out their days feeling out of place. In the Moviegoer, Binx
Bolling moves about Tate's slippery and fragmented world, at
times undergoing moments of dread like Quentin Compson, and
trying to connect like McCullers's lonely hunters. His older family members mask their despair in quaint manners, while his contemporaries dull theirs in liquor and sexual affairs. He finds
comfort in the movie theater where films certift. places as stable
and frame celluloid characters of resolution and wholeness. Binx
ultimately achieves meaning through a Kierkegaardian embrace of
26. Flannery O'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," in The Living
Novel, a Symposium, Granville Hicks, ed. (New York: Macmillan, 1957), 159.
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absurdity through the method of repetition by which he re-appropriates the past, realizing with Jack Burden that "only out of the
past can you make the future."
Contemporary southern writers often make explicit effort to
steer away from the Lost History Myth, yet they still make it part of
their work. They long for historical connection but without the
sentimentality of their literary predecessors. The themes of guilt
and defeat appear but in fresh ways. The Civil War weighs heavily
upon Bobbie Ann Mason's and Ron Rash's characters, often as
counterpoint to other American wars. Unlike Faulkner's mendacious Snopeses, poor people are the salt of the Earth and live complex lives in the novels of Lee Smith and Larry Brown. And while
southern writers have lagged behind the rest of the nation in selfreference, preferring narrative to self-conscious commentary,
southern defeat and guilt are examined through a thick lens of
irony in the stories of Barry Hannah and George Singleton.
What then can we say at this point about the themes of southern literature and their relation to southern history, and where
does Florida fit? In "The Irony of Southern History" (later developed in The Burden of Southa Histo?, 1960), C. Vann Woodward
wrote that the central theme of southern history is burden, of
which he distinguished three forms. First, the burden of the presence of the past, which we have heard expressed loudly by nearly
all the writers above. Second, the burden of having the duty to
apply moral lessons learned from the past, perhaps best represented by Warren. Third, the burden of the errors of our forebears,
which distinguishes southerners from other Americans. The
entire nation partakes in the myth of innocence and conquest,
Woodward says, but the southern myth includes defeat and guilt.
Woodward also wrote of the South's insistence upon redemption
and its all-too-eager adoption of the "Redeemers" who claimed
that economic growth would save the South, but who turned out
to be thieves; poor people (white and black) were betrayed, and
the middle class was only self-interested. This tragic history rests
upon southerners' refusal to admit that "Nothing about its history
is conducive to the theory that the South was the darling of divine
providence."27 That refusal was certainly true of the Agrarians,
27. C. Van Woodward, "The Irony of Southern History," in Southern Renascence:
The Literature of the Modern South, Luis D. Rubin, Jr., and R. D. Jacobs, eds.
(Baltimore:Johns Hopkins Press, 1953), 65.
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and even some recent southern writers have only half-acknowledged it.
Especially revealing is Woodward's observation that "the experience of evil and the experience of tragedy are parts of the
Southern heritage that are as difficult to reconcile with the
American heritage of innocence and social felicity as the experience of poverty and defeat are to reconcile with the legends of
abundance and success."28 While other southern writers have
focused more upon that "heritage of innocence and social felicity,"
Florida writers have dealt more with "the legends of abundance
and success." The Florida literary version of southern guilt and
defeat has less to do with Lost History and more to do with Lost
Promise, less with a lost order and more to do with a lost dream.
Literary visions of Florida extend back to the sixteenth century, but later visions really attracted settlers to this state of dreams,
as chronicled in Anne E. Rowe's exquisite The Idea of Flom'da in the
Literary Imagination. In the late eighteenth century, William
Bartram celebrated an unspoiled wilderness with beautiful night
sounds of alligators "barking" and mosquitoes "singing." Florida
was "a blissful garden," "a blissful, unviolated spot of earth" where
every day brought a "new sense of wonder and delight."29 Fifty
years later Ralph Waldo Emerson also praised the "dulcimer mosquitoes" in this land where oranges grew without attention.30 The
only negative thing he found was that the lovely scenes and climate
made residents l a n g u o r o u ~ . ~ ~
Washington Irving did not visit Florida, but that did not stop
him from writing about the "indolent life" the Seminoles led in
which they needed little shelter or clothing, and did work since
food was abundant. He encouraged white colonists to take this
paradise; otherwise it was simply going to waste.32

28. C. Vann Woodward, The Burden of Southern History, 3rd ed. (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1993), 21.
29. William Bartram, The Travels of WilliamBartram, in Anne E. Rowe, The Idea of
Florida in the Litmly Imagznation (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
1992), rprnt of Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1986), 3.
30. Ralph Waldo Emerson, Journals of Ralph Waldo Emerson with Annotations,
Edward Waldo Emerson and Waldo Emerson Forbes, eds., in Rowe, p. 13, and
from James Eliot Cabot, A Memoir of Ralph Waldo Emerson, in Rowe, p. 12.
31. Phillips Russell, Enerson: The Wisest American, in Rowe, 12.
32. Washington Irving, WoIfert's Roost, in Rowe, 16-17'.
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Harriet Beecher Stowe's Florida was a place to rest and dream,
from which she never wised to return north." Her Palmetto Leaves,
sketches of life around Mandarin where she spent a number of
winters, is just as gushing. As Uncle Tom's Cabin got thousands to
rush to the abolitionist cause, Palmetto Leaves convinced many of
the same people to rush to Florida. That she could only heap
praise upon Florida shows that she did not view it as she did the
rest of the South.
Sidney Lanier also found Florida a land of beauty and tranquility. He described the Ocklawaha River as "the sweetest water-lane
in the world.. .a hundred and fifty miles of pure delight.. .for there
is never a speck of dust in it.. .as if God had turned into water and
trees the recollection of some meditative ramble through the lonely seclusions of His own soul."34 Moreover, this paradise promises
rejuvenation: "Consumptives are said to flourish in this climate;
and there are many stories of cadaverous persons coming here and
turning out successful huntsmen and fishermen, of ruddy face and
portentous appetite after a few weeks.""
We could cite other writers who visited an Edenic Florida, but
none of them lived here permanently. The visitors created the
myth; the residents exploded it. Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings truly
loved her Cross Creek home, but she did not romanticize the
scrub. The characters in The Yearling scratch out a sorry life
between droughts and floods, seeking tiny patches of fertile soil in
sandy pinelands. Those characters were based upon the real people who appear in her Cross Creek and who astonished Rawlings
with their ability to stay alive with only a chicken or two, maybe a
hog, maybe a turnip.
Similarly, Zora Neale Hurston's literary world is not a happy
one, despite the good-humored stories in her folklore collections
such as Mules and Men. Even when the African Americans, whose
independence and linguistic creativity Hurston celebrates, laugh
as they tell their tall tales, the subtext is that her people endure the
legacy of slavery, and the smiles produced by the tales provide
momentary comfort against Jim Crow. Another illustration of the
lost promise of Florida is found in Hurston's most famous book:

33. Edward Wagenknect, Harriet Beecher Stowe: The Known and Unknown, in Rowe,
28.
34. Sidney Lanier, Florida: Its S c e n q , Climate, and History, in Rowe, 35.
35. Ibid, 36.
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Their Eyes Were Watching God. The protagonist Janie, whose grandmother (a slave) and mother bore children from rapes, struggles
through and escapes abusive relationships, is nearly washed away
by a monstrous hurricane, has to kill her husband when he tries to
shoot her after contracting rabies from a dog bite, is tried for his
murder but acquitted, and returns to Eatonville only to find that
she is not altogether welcome, only a little more welcome than
Hurston herself in her last decade.
Other Florida writers come closer to the Lost History tradition,
butjust as Florida lies on the edge of the South, they approach the
tradition from the edge. Harry Crews was born in Georgia but has
lived in Florida since childhood. Of all Florida novelists, he is the
most direct inheritor of the classic southern tradition. Crews's fictive world has succumbed to the consumerism and corporate
greed that the Agrarians feared. In The Mulching of Amem'ca the
rapacious corporate head has no problem killing his employees
who come to think that their executions are the just punishments
for bad sales. Like Tate's aimless moderns who flit among distractions, the trailer park retirees of Celebration have given up on any
enjoyment in life, are only mildly amused when a neighbor dies
and must be threatened at gun-point by the young newcomer even
to walk outside. The muscle-bound weightlifters of Body and The
Gypsy's Curse sink into the solipsism that Tate believed inevitable,
spending their days pumping iron, starving themselves, and competing in exploitative tournaments. In each of the books, the characters, like Flannery O'Connor's, long for redemption-an
outcome Crews does not believe possible. Instead, his novels end
in horrifying violence, perverse blood sacrifices that may or may
not cleanse those involved in the ritual.
Crews shares Thomas Wolfe's distrust of progress and shows
how it has turned Florida into either an industrial wasteland or a
cheap recreational park. In Car, in which a man tries to eat a car
one tiny bit at a time while hundreds gawk, Crews writes of "the roiling excremental flow of the SaintJohn's River. Ten feet of gasoline
on top of fifty feet of hit."^^ In Karate is a Thing oftheSpirit, an abandoned decrepit motel is a dojo for a karate commune that spars in

36. Harry Crews, The Mulching of America (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1995);
Cebhation (Simon & Schuster, 1998); Body (Poseidon Press, 1990); The Gypsy's
Curse in Classic Crews: A Hamy Crews Reader (New York: Touchstone, 1993),
332.
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its drained, sun-bleached swimming pool. Beer cans, SpriteB bottles, and car parts line the beach, and the main character complains
that no marital arts concentration can drown out the incessant
noise of cars on Highway 1. He says, "I distrust any place where
every tree's got a light on it and stick propping it up."37
A more playful participation in the southern literary tradition
comes from Padgett Powell. Powell accepts the role of southern
yet outside commentator, a blood family member, yet a third
cousin. Such a perspective gives Powell the Shreve-like ability to
parody what might be too close to other southerners. He says,
I'm Southern, but I am part of the north-Florida thing,
which is not, properly Speaking, the genealogical South.
So when I get around the boys, in their chinos and Wild
Turkey who are part of the South, I'm alienated from
them and looking at them and studying them. ..I'm not
part of that gang, and the way I could become part of that
gang was to haul off and take a shot at them.38
And what a shot he takes. The title character in the surreal Mrs.
Hollingsworth's Men imagines, somehow emerging from her shopping list, that Nathan Bedford Forrest returns from the grave as a
hologram produced by media tycoon Roopit Mogul who searches
for the New Southern Man. The novel is filled with choral characters who at first glance seem cliched tropes-the snuff- and wisdom-spewing old timer in overalls, the laborer talkingjive behind
the boss's back-until Powell turns them inside out and gives them
names like Oswald or Bundy. In Edisto Revisited, which begins with
the narrator saying that he is not Quentin Compson, Powell takes
on no less an icon than Shelby Foote. The narrator says that he
wishes that he were a historian of The South who could speak of
"The Wawer, the W a ~ e r . " ~ ~
What not give for the opportunity to sit before documentary cameras in my cozy, musty Memphis study and relate
lugubrious apocrypha about Rebel Valor, with modest little tears in my wide delta face ..."Custer, a cap'n at the
37'. Harry Crews, Karate is a Thing of the Spirit (New York: Quill, 1983), 194.
38. Padgett Powell, "I am Suspicious of a Soft Body," interview in The Believer,
September 2006, http://www.believermag.com/issues/200609/?read=interview-powell (accessed 4 May 2007).
39. Padgett Powell, Edisto Revisited (New York: Henry Holt & Company, 1996), 6.
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tiyeum," rode out into the Pickaninny River and "sat his
horse and tunned and said, 'This is how deep it is,
Gen'el.'" What not give?40
Powell's treatment of the South is certainly not all parody and
irony, for he bemoans the contemporary inability to take the South
seriously. In the story "Trick or Treat," an earlier version of Mrs.
Hollingsworth tries to get a twelve-year-old boy to think about what
it means to be a southerner. The boy finds her saying, "It loves me,
it loves me not. Ilove it, I love it not."41 She tries to explain.
"The thing about the South is that it's a vale of tears
that were shed a long time ago. It's a vale of d7y tears.. ."
'Yes'm," he said. He thought that this woman was likely too square for him. She had probably not gotten any further in the video age than, say Pac-Man and Donkey Kong.
"Do you understand?" she was saying. "A vale of dry
tears stands in relation to true weeping as dry cleaning
stands to true washing and cleaning."
'Yes'm. I got that."42
Powell applies this view directly to Florida and shares Crews's
disgust for the Lost Promise. In A Woman Named Drown, the narrator's visit to Florida is a trip to the Underworld. He expects to
see endless acres of fruit trees between pristine beaches, but his
guide leads him through "a differnt kind of ~ l o r i d a , a" ~
land
~ of
freak shows and dry-rotted flea markets and dilapidated bars that
open at sunrise and people who seem to have no jobs but eke out
a living in pool halls pulling minor scams on tourists. They
observe migrant workers and visit roadside attractions like
Chico's Monkey Emporium and Floyd's Go-Cart Royale. The
narrator considers his bizarre escapade the chance to study "lateral waste" and "the beauty of failure, the glory of the fancy end
run around imp~rtance."~'
Florida has many other writers who make the Lost Promise,
Woodward's failed legends of abundance and success, part of their
40. Ibid, 5.
41. Padgett Powell, "Trick or Treat," from Aliens of Affection (New York: Henry
Holt & Company, 1999), 3.
42. Ibid, 18.
43. Padgett Powell, A WomanNamed Drown (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux,
1987), 83.
44. Ibid, 144,92.
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work, for whom defeat becomes the industrial defeat of nature and
guilt becomes the guilt of Seminole, French, and Spanish blood,
and the virtual slavery of turpentine camps and sugarcane fields.
Carl Hiaassen's novels, funny as they are, are lessons to all of the
destruction of Florida by big sugar and big real estate, of a dream
turned nightmare by tourism and theme parks. Hispanic writers,
especially Cubans like Jose Yglesias, Roberto FernBndez, Ricardo
Pau-Llosa, and Carolina Hospital find a different kind of promise
in Florida in the context of exile. For them Florida is not paradise,
but it is not exactly purgatory either.
I shall end with Padgett Powell's short piece, "Florida," a piece
that demonstrates how a Florida writer can bear but not be
crushed by the burden of southern literature.
Have: wife, child, house, dog, truck, car, boat, lake lot,
annuities, IRA, shotgun, handgun, stun gun, spear gun.
Don't have: girlfriend, country home, Yazoo, liquor
sideboard, anyone on retainer, condo on beach, friends.
I have no hope of recovering the kind of time and
place that Florida was when a large rattlesnake slipped
under the maid's quarters-a six-by-eight room detached
from the house on Kingsley Lake, its roof, I believe,
already gone, which deterred no one from calling it the
maid's quarters, and inspired no one to remove or protect the maid's meager furnishings-slipped under the
maid's quarters, amid the grown male hollering that
accompanies the movement of all sighted snakes, got
under there and holed up good, which was not too hard,
because the hollering grown men did not go after him
with much more than a rake handle and maybe later,
inspired, a water hose on full blast, idea being that rattlesnake under maid's quarters would prefer having his
head chopped off to getting wet: this kind of time and
place is gone.
For one thing, I am nearly as old as the grown hollering me were then, and I do not holler at rattlesnakes, even
if I could fine one, and I can't. They are extinct.
Maids are out of the question.
The quarters are now in a low ruin of powder-postbeetle-age and funny-looking marks on the ground, as if
something got nuked.
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It is hot enough, generally, to think that something
should get nuked.
The hollering men are dead, some of them, and some
of them have new child brides and drinking problems,
according to their ex-wives, and I have a drinking problem, and the maid's descendants have crack problems, or
no problems except no small desire to annihilate all the
descendants of the hollering men.
All of us have hope of salvation, I think, except those
who actually stuck a rake handle two feet under the skirt
of the maid's quarters, and held it there three seconds,
then ran, wondering why the rattlesnake had not obligingly attached himself to the handle for ease of magical
extraction and his own execution. Some of them are still
wondering.45
45. Padgett Powell, "Florida," from Typical (New York: Henry Holt & Company,
1992), 147-148.
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